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Abstract. Raman spectroscopy is a powerful diagnostic tool, enabling
tissue identification and classification. Mostly, the so-called finger-
print (;400–1800 cm−1) spectral region is used. In vivo application
often requires small flexible fiber-optic probes, and is hindered by the
intense Raman signal that is generated in the fused silica core of the
fiber. This necessitates filtering of laser light, which is guided to the
tissue, and of the scattered light collected from the tissue, leading to
complex and expensive designs. Fused silica has no Raman signal in
the high wave number region (2400–3800 cm−1). This enables the use
of a single unfiltered fiber to guide laser light to the tissue and to
collect scattered light in this spectral region. We show, by means of a
comparison of in vitro Raman microspectroscopic maps of thin tissue
sections (brain tumors, bladder), measured both in the high wave
number region and in the fingerprint region, that essentially the same
diagnostic information is obtained in the two wave number regions.
This suggests that for many clinical applications the technological
hurdle of designing and constructing suitable fiber-optic probes may
be eliminated by using the high wave number region and a simple
piece of standard optical fiber. © 2005 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1922307]
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1 Introduction
Raman spectroscopy is a nondestructive vibrational spectro
scopic technique, based on inelastic scattering of light by th
molecules in a sample. A Raman spectrum contains detaile
information about the molecular composition, molecular
structures, and molecular interactions in a tissue.1 Because
different types of tissue differ in their overall molecular com-
position, their Raman spectra will also be different, and can
be used as tissue-specific spectroscopic fingerprints. Path
logical changes in a tissue are also accompanied by chang
in molecular composition, and are reflected in the tissue spec
trum, which enables development of diagnostic tools based o
Raman spectroscopy.

An increasing number of Raman studies is providing evi-
dence for the possibility to characterize and identify a large
variety of normal tissues, pre-malignant tissues and
tumors.2–10 In vivo application of Raman spectroscopy in
most cases requires the use of a flexible light guiding devic
of small diameter, such that it can for instance be introduced
in the working channel of an endoscope or inside a biopsy
needle or biopsy forceps. The fiber-optic probe must guide
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light to the tissue under investigation, collect light that is sc
tered by the tissue, and transport this collected light from
tissue to a spectrum analysis device. Successful steps tow
in vivo application of the technique, by means of fiber-op
probes have been reported, among others by Mahade
Jansen et al. who collectedin vivo spectra from human cervi
cal tissue for the clinical diagnosis of cervical precancers,8 by
Buschman et al. who obtainedin vivo intravascular Raman
spectra from arteries,9 and by Bakker Schut et al. who re
ported on thein vivo detection of epithelial dysplasia in ra
palate tissue.10 More recently, the potential of near-infrare
Raman spectroscopy using optical fiber probes for diagn
of lung cancer11 and for differentiation of colonic polyps dur
ing gastrointestinal endoscopy12 has been demonstrated. Se
eral different miniaturized fiber-optic probes have been
signed and realized13–15 some of which indeed enabled hig
quality in vivo Raman spectra to be obtained.

In all these studies, the spectral region between 400
2000 cm21, commonly referred to as the ‘‘fingerprint region,
was employed. This is a logical choice because this spec
region is very rich in information. Many different molecula
vibrations lead to Raman scattering in this part of the sp
trum. In many cases bands can be assigned to specific
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Koljenović et al.: Tissue characterization . . .
lecular vibrations and or molecular species, much aiding the
interpretation of the spectra in terms of biochemical compo
sition of the tissue.

However, the actual implementation of conventional fin-
gerprint Raman spectroscopy for clinical purposes is ham
pered by the fact that in the 400–2000 cm21 spectral region,
the materials of the optical fiber itself generate Raman signa
resulting in a strong signal background. Unless measures a
taken to suppress this fiber Raman signal, it will be more
intense than the tissue Raman signal by at least 1 or 2 orde
of magnitude. Moreover, bending of the fiber leads to varia-
tions in the amount of signal obtained from the core, cladding
and coating materials, which makes it difficult to correct the
tissue spectra for this background signal, thereby further com
plicating signal analysis. For this reason it is necessary to us
optical filters at or near the distal end of the fiber-optic probe
to suppress these background signal contributions. Example
are the Visionex probes used by Buschman9 and Bakker
Schut10 and the probe recently described by Motz et al.13 In
these probes one fiber guides laser light to the tissue. Th
fiber contains a narrow bandpass filter at or near the distal en
of the fiber which only transmits the laser light but blocks
Raman scattered light that has been generated in the fibe
This implies of course that this fiber cannot be used to collec
Raman scattered light from the tissue. Therefore the probe
comprise multiple signal collection fibers. To avoid genera-
tion of Raman scattered light in these fibers, the light, which
is collected, is first filtered by a high pass filter, which blocks
the laser wavelength.

The combination of requirements for optical filtering leads
to complex designs of fiber-optic probes for conventional fin-
gerprint Raman spectroscopy. The complexity makes it diffi-
cult to miniaturize fiber-optic probes, which is necessary for
instance for intravascular use9,13 or for intracerebral use
~i.e., stereotactic brain biopsy! and to ensure reproducible
performance.16 Besides, it is difficult to keep probes flexible,
which is of great importance for use in the auxiliary channel
of an endoscope.12 The complexity is also an obstacle to the
production of such probes at a price that they can be used a
disposables in hospitals. Moreover, signal intensity in the
400–2000 cm21 is relatively low, which may necessitate long
signal integration time making it impractical for clinical use.

It is clear that there is a need for simple and small fiber-
optic probes for measuring tissue Raman spectra that circum
vent the problems mentioned earlier.

The solution we are exploring is to use the high wave
number ~HWVN! region of the Raman spectrum~;2400–
3800 cm21!. In this spectral region most of the spectral fea-
tures obtained from tissue are strongly overlapping CH-
stretching vibrations in the region 2800–3050 cm21,1 OH-
stretching vibrations~primarily due to water!, which appear in
the spectral interval 3100–3500 cm21,1 smaller signal contri-
butions of SH-stretching vibrations 2500–2600 cm21,17 and
NH-stretching vibrations between 3100 and 3500 cm21.1 At
first glance the information content appears to be in shar
contrast with the information that can be obtained in the fin-
gerprint wave number region~400–2000 cm21!. Therefore it
needs to be established that clinically relevant information ca
be derived from the high wave number~e.g., to distinguish
between normal tissue and tumor!.
031116Journal of Biomedical Optics
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For in vivo applications the use of the HWVN region has
very important practical advantage over the fingerprint regi
No Raman signal is generated in fused silica in this wa
number region. This implies that it should be possible to tu
a single unfiltered optical fiber with a fused silica core into
in vivo Raman fiber-optic probe, which guides laser light
the tissue and also collects the light that is scattered by
tissue. Added benefits are that the Raman signal in
HWVN region is generally much more intense than the fi
gerprint Raman signal and that because of the large Sto
shift a very simple filter, such as a color glass filter can
used for laser suppression in the signal detection path.

Few studies have reported on the use of HWVN Ram
spectroscopy for tissue characterization. Recently, this sp
tral region was used to determine the water concentratio
brain tissue18 and in skin.19 Very detailed information abou
the composition and compositional heterogeneity of athe
sclerotic plaque has been obtained recording and analy
Raman spectral maps of thin tissue cross sections using
the 2400–3800 cm21 region of its Raman spectrum.20 Here,
we report the results of a number of Raman microspec
scopic mapping experiments on thin tissue sections of b
tumors and bladder tissue to show that in many cases HW
Raman spectroscopy enables the same level of discrimina
between different types of tissue, and provides the same c
cally relevant information as Raman spectroscopy in the
gerprint region. In addition, the technical feasibility of obtai
ing tissue Raman spectra by a single fiber probe is illustra
by measurements on porcine brain tissue, using a simple
man setup constructed in house.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Human Tissue Samples
Approval for this study was obtained from the Medical Ethi
Review Board of the Erasmus University Medical Center R
terdam. The tissue specimens used were from resection m
rial obtained during surgical procedures at the Department
Neurosurgery, General Surgery, and Urology of the Erasm
MC Rotterdam. An informed consent form was signed pre
eratively by each patient after receiving an explanation
study protocol. Tissue samples that were used included
brain malignancies~one glioblastoma, one meningioma! and
normal bladder tissue~acquired from two patients, with blad
der cancer!. After excision, human tissue samples were sn
frozen by immersion in liquid nitrogen and stored at280 °C.
For Raman microscopic mapping experiments, these fro
samples were cut into 25-mm-thick sections with a microtome
at 220 °C and placed onto calcium fluoride(CaF2) micro-
scope slides. Unfixed tissue sections were dried in ambien
and used without further treatment. In order to confi
whether tissue was normal or tumor and to identify differe
structures within the tissue specimens, 5-mm-thick adjacent
sections were also obtained and stained with hematox
& eosin ~H&E! for histopathological evaluation. Light
microscopic images of the unstained tissue sections reve
heterogeneity in tissue structure, which could be linked to
structural heterogeneity observed in the stained adjacent
tions. This assessment was used to select tissue region
Raman mapping. To provide a direct comparison of the R
-2 May/June 2005 d Vol. 10(3)
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Koljenović et al.: Tissue characterization . . .
man mapping results with histology, the 25-mm-thick tissue
sections were H&E stained as well, after the Raman mappin
measurements were completed.

2.2 Porcine Brain Tissue
Using a single fiber-optic probeex vivoHWVN Raman spec-
tra of larger tissue specimens were obtained. For these expe
ments brain tissue was used, which was obtained from a
month old pig, which was sacrificed after another unrelated
terminal medical experiment. The brain was cut at the trans
versal plane in several 10–15 mm thick slices, which were
placed in a physiological NaCl solution~i.e., 0.9%!. Raman
measurements were performed directly, without further pre
treatment of the sample.

2.3 Instrumentation

2.3.1 Raman microspectroscopic mapping
Raman spectra of unstained tissue sections were collected u
ing 719 and 847 nm laser light from an argon-ion pumped
titanium:sapphire laser system~Spectra Physics, Mountain
View, CA!. The Raman microspectrometer that was used in
these experiments has been has been described in detail
van de Poll et al.21

Briefly, the setup consists of a microscope~DM-RXE,
Leica, Cambridge, UK! coupled to a Raman spectrometer
~System 100, Renishaw, Wotton under Edge, UK!. Laser light
was focused on the sample by a 803 near-infrared optimized
microscope objective~Olympus MIR-plan 803/0.75, Japan!
with a working distance of approximately 1.6 mm. Scattered
light was collected by the same objective, filtered by a chev
ron type laser suppression filter and then focused onto th
core of an optical fiber, which guides the Raman scattere
light into a modified Renishaw system 100 spectrometer. Ra
man signal was collected in the spectral interval from 400 to
1800 cm21 and from 2400 to 3800 cm21, with a spectral reso-
lution of 8 cm21 for both wave number regions. Unstained
cryosections~25 mm! of tissue were placed under the micro-
scope objective on an motorized, computer controlled
XYZ-sample stage~Leica DM STC, Cambridge, UK!, which
enabled automatic scanning of the sample. The laser light wa
focused below the surface of the tissue at such a depth that th
signal intensity was maximized. For each mapping experi
ment the tissue area to be scanned and the scanning step s
were chosen, thereby dividing up the area of interest into
small square areas~hereafter termed Raman pixel!. Spectra
were obtained consecutively from each of these Raman pix
els, the size of which varied between 25~535! mm2 and 900
~30330! mm2, for different measurements. Since the laser
spot size is much smaller than the area of the Raman pixel
each pixel was scanned during signal collection, in order to
obtain a spectrum that is representative for the tissue in th
Raman pixel. The laser power on the tissue samples was abo
50 mW in all experiments. Spectra were acquired using 10
of signal collection time per Raman pixel.

Acquisition of Raman spectra and microscopic stage
movement was controlled by the WiRE 1.2 software~Ren-
ishaw! running under Grams/32 Spectral Notebase Softwar
~Galactic Industries Corp., Salem, NH!. Raman mapping soft-
031116Journal of Biomedical Optics
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ware was implemented in Array Basic~the internal software
platform of Grams! and controlled the Leica microscope un
and the microscope stage.

2.3.2 Raman fiber-optic probe measurements
Ex vivoRaman spectra were obtained by a Raman setup
lizing a single optical fiber to illuminate the tissue and
collect the scattered light from the tissue. For purposes
illustration a Raman spectrum measurement of porcine b
is shown in this manuscript. It was collected using 719 n
laser light of 40 mW from an argon-ion pumped titanium:sa
phire laser~Spectra-Physics, 3900 S! and a signal collection
time of 10 s. The laser light was coupled into a comm
optical fiber ~with a core diameter of 200mm and core and
cladding consisting of fused silica, 2 m in length, ~AS200/
220IRAN, FiberTech, Berlin, Germany! at the proximal end.
Laser light was guided to the tissue at the distal end of
fiber. Here also scattered light was collected and guided b
to the proximal end of the fiber. The wavelength shifted lig
emerging from the fiber was then reflected off of a dichro
filter ~which transmitted the laser wavelength!, and guided
into a multichannel spectrometer where the HWVN Ram
spectrum of the tissue was recorded. A manuscript describ
the setup in detail is in preparation.22

2.4 Data Analysis
All Raman data were processed with software developed
house that operates in the Matlab environment~The Math-
Works, Inc., Natick, MA! using the multivariate statistica
analysis toolbox PLS-toolbox 2.0.0c~Eigenvector Research
Inc., Manson, WA!.

2.4.1 Pretreatment of spectra
Following acquisition, all spectra~in vitro andex vivo! were
first calibrated using Raman calibration standards as descr
earlier.23 Briefly, two Raman calibration standards with acc
rately known peak frequencies@4-acetamidophenol~3102.4,
3326.6 cm21! and cyclohexane~2666.4, 2852.9, 29383.3
cm21!# and the emission lines of a neon and a neon-arg
lamp were used for wave number calibration of the spec
The emission spectrum of a calibrated tungsten band la
was used to correct recorded Raman spectra for
wavelength-dependent signal detection efficiency of
setup.23 Spikes due to cosmic ray events were removed fr
the spectra, and the background signal, from optical elem
in the laser light delivery pathway was subtracted from t
tissue Raman spectra.

Because almost all spectral signatures from lipids and p
teins appear in the 2700–3100 cm21 interval, this range was
chosen for analysis of the Raman spectra.

2.4.2 Raman maps
Raman pseudocolor maps were constructed for each of
tissue sections, based on the spectral data set that was
tained and using multivariate statistical techniques.

To minimize the influence of any slowly varying fluores
cence or background scatter in the spectra, which is nonin
mative, the first derivative of the spectra was taken~using the
Savitzky–Golay method!. The resulting spectra were subs
-3 May/June 2005 d Vol. 10(3)
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Koljenović et al.: Tissue characterization . . .
quently scaled so that all the derivative spectra of a map ha
zero mean and unit standard deviation~autoscaling or stan-
dard normal variate scaling!.23

To orthogonalize and reduce the number of parameter
needed to represent the signal variance in the spectral data s
and to find groups of spectra that have resembling spectra
characteristics, Principal component analysis24 ~PCA! and
K-means cluster analysis25 ~KCA! were performed, respec-
tively. The PCA scores, accounting for 99.9% of the variance
captured, served as input for KCA. KCA was used because
can easily handle the large amounts of data as obtained durin
Raman mapping experiments. The algorithm was initiated by
allowing the user to choose the number of clusters. The crite
ria used to determine the number of clusters to be included i
the analysis were that the final cluster-averaged spectra di
played meaningful spectral differences~i.e., above noise
level! and that the clusters could be related to histologically
distinct areas at gross microscopic overview of the tissue sec
tions. A Raman spectrum presents the overall molecular com
position of the measurement volume in the tissue, because a
molecules in the measurement volume contribute to the Ra
man signal. Spectra that are highly similar, and therefore wer
obtained of tissue areas of very similar molecular composi
tion, end up in the same clusters. The cluster-membershi
information was plotted as a pseudocolor map by assigning
color to each different cluster. Depending on the size of the
selected area and mapping resolution, the number of pixe
per Raman map varied from 1978 to 7744 pixels.

2.4.3 Reference spectra
Reference Raman spectra were obtained of the following
commercially available compounds: glycogen~type II,
G-8751, Sigma-Aldrich Chemie, Zwijndrecht, The Nether-
lands!, deoxyribose nucleic acid~DNA! ~D-1501, Sigma, St.
Louis, MO!, cholesterol palmitate~150680, ICN Biochemi-
cals Inc., OH!, cholesterol linoleate~C-0289, Sigma-Aldrich
Chemie, Zwijndrecht, The Netherlands!, collagen~predomi-
nantly type I, 160083, ICN Biochemicals Inc., OH!, actin,
~A-3653, Sigma-Aldrich Chemie, Zwijndrecht, The Nether-
lands!, and triolein ~T-7140, Sigma, St. Louis, MO!. These
compounds were used without further purification. DNA was
dissolved in demineralized water~20 mg/mL!.

2.4.4 Spectral modeling
A least-squares fitting procedure was performed to obtain in
formation about the differences in chemical composition be
tween various histological structures. Thein vitro HWVN Ra-
man spectra of individual histological structures were fitted
with spectra obtained from surrounding tissue plus spectra o
one or more pure compounds~i.e., glycogen, cholesterol
palmitate, DNA, cholesterol linoleate, collagen, actin, and tri-
olein!. This ~nonrestricted! fitting procedure resulted in posi-
tive or negative fit contributions of the reference spectra tha
point out higher or lower concentrations of the corresponding
compounds in tissue structures that were compared. Relativ
scattering cross sections were not determined and therefore
fit contributions are presented as arbitrary units and not a
weight percentages.

The presence of noise in the spectra obtained from tissu
may influence the fit results. To estimate the uncertainty in the
031116Journal of Biomedical Optics
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fit results due to noise, artificial~normal distributed! noise
was added to the tissue spectra that were fitted. In this way
signal-to-noise ratio of the tissue spectra was artificially d
creased by a factor of 2. A new set of fit coefficients w
calculated according to the last squares fitting procedure
scribed earlier. This was repeated 100 times for each of
tissue spectra and the standard deviation obtained for eac
the fit coefficients served as an estimate for the uncertaint
the fit results.

3 Results
3.1 HWVN Raman Spectra of Pure Compounds
HWVN Raman spectra from commercially available pu
compounds~see Sec. 2!, were obtained. Spectra are present
in Fig. 1.

3.2 Raman Mapping Experiments

3.2.1 Glioblastoma
Glioblastoma is the most malignant brain tumor. The diag
sis is based upon histopathological evaluation of tumor tis
samples, usually obtained by stereotactic surgery. It is es
tial that representative tissue is sampled, but this is made
ficult by the facts that tumor tissue is highly heterogeneo

Fig. 1 HWVN Raman spectra of pure chemical compounds. (a) DNA,
(b) glycogen, (c) collagen, (d) actin, (e) cholesterol palmitate, (f) cho-
lesterol linoleate, (g) triolein.
-4 May/June 2005 d Vol. 10(3)
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while stereotactic biopsy samples are relatively small.26 For
example, an important histological parameter for establishing
a diagnosis of glioblastoma is the presence of tumo
necrosis.26 When no necrotic tissue is sampled, it leads to
underestimation of the tumor grade. On the other hand, histo
logical diagnosis cannot be made when only necrotic tissue i
present in the tissue sample.26 An in vitro study has been
published describing the potential of Raman spectroscopy fo
brain biopsy guidance. A classification model, based on spec
tra obtained in the fingerprint region, for discrimination be-
tween vital and necrotic tumor tissue yielded 100% accuracy.5

In the fingerprint region it was shown that some of the mos
pronounced differences between vital and necrotic glioblas
toma tissue were increased signal contributions of cholestero
and cholesterol esters in necrotic parts and increased levels
glycogen in vital tumor. In the present study these results
served as guidance for the analysis of the HWVN spectra o
glioblastoma vital and necrotic tissue. Later we show tha
HWVN spectra can also be used to discriminate between vita
and necrotic tumor.

Panel A of Fig. 2 shows a bright field microscopic image
of an unstained thin section of glioblastoma tissue, containing
areas of necrosis and areas of vital tumor tissue. Panel B is
Raman map of the tissue section shown in panel A~7744
spectra, lateral resolution 20mm!. It was taken from our pre-
vious study on human glioblastoma tissue.5 Red corresponds
to vital tumor and blue corresponds to tumor necrosis~yellow
represents the areas where no tissue is present!. The map is
based on a linear discriminant model developed on the bas
of an extensive database of Raman spectra of vital glioblas
toma tissue and of necrotic tissue, obtained in the 400–180
cm21 spectral region.5 Panel C shows a Raman map of the
same tissue section, but in this case based on a three-clus
KCA of Raman spectra obtained in the 2700–3100 cm21

spectral region~7192 spectra, lateral resolution 21mm!. It is
clear that a strong correlation exists between the necrotic an
vital tissue areas identified in panel B and the result of the
cluster analysis of the spectra obtained in the HWVN region
In HWVN Raman map~panel C! cluster 1 corresponds with
vital tumor and cluster 2 with necrosis.

There are clearly significant differences between the
cluster-averaged HWVN Raman spectra~Fig. 2, panel D!.
These spectral differences, pointing out a difference in chemi
cal composition of vital and necrotic tumor tissue, were ana
lyzed by a least-squares fit procedure. The average spectru
of the ‘‘vital cluster’’ @spectrum~a!# was fitted with a set of
spectra consisting of the average of the ‘‘necrotic cluster’’
@spectrum~b!#, and of the reference spectra obtained from
DNA @see Fig. 1, spectrum~a!# and cholesterol palmitate@see
Fig. 1, spectrum~e!#. In panel D, the fit-spectra of pure com-
pounds~i.e., DNA and cholesterol palmitate! are shown after
multiplication by the fit-coefficients that resulted from the
least-squares fit@spectra~c! and ~d!#. Therefore a positive or
negative spectrum signifies that more or less of that com
pound is present in viable tumor than in necrotic tissue. The
choice for these fit spectra was based on a first assessment
the shape of the difference spectrum between vital and ne
crotic tissue~not shown!, on our earlier finding of higher cho-
lesterol and cholesterol ester content of necrotic tissue5 and on
the disintegration of nuclei in necrotic tissue which can be
expected to lead to lower DNA content. The small fit-residual
031116Journal of Biomedical Optics
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~e! suggests that this choice of fit spectra was justified. The
results show that vital glioblastoma tissue has relativ
stronger signal contributions from DNA but weaker sign
from cholesterol esters~apparently cholesterol palmitate!
when compared with necrotic tissue, in accordance with
pectations.

Panels E and F show the result of a four-cluster KC
based on fingerprint spectra and HWVN Raman spectra,
spectively, for the bottom part of the tissue section shown
panels A–C. The result is a subdivision of the vital tum
tissue into two clusters, which is a sign of heterogeneity
terms of molecular composition within the vital tumor, an
which is very similar in both panels. Panel G shows the
erage spectra of clusters 1@spectrum~a!# and 2@spectrum~b!#
of panel E and the spectrum of glycogen@spectrum~c!#. Com-
parison of these spectra makes clear that glycogen signal
tributions~highlighted with gray bars! are much more promi-
nent in spectrum~a!. A multiple least-squares fit of spectrum
~a! with spectra~b! and ~c! resulted in the small fit residua
shown by line~d!. This makes clear that indeed the differen
in glycogen content between the two vital tumor areas is
most prominent difference in molecular composition,
though the presence of small spectral features in the fit
sidual does also point to other minor differences.

Panel H suggests that the biochemical ground for
KCA-result based on HWVN spectra is the same. Avera
spectra of two vital clusters from panel F are shown; spectr
~a! is the average spectrum of cluster 1, spectrum~b! the
average spectrum of cluster 2. Spectrum~c! is their difference
spectrum, shown five times enlarged, and calculated in su
way that only positive difference features are present. A co
parison of this rather featureless spectrum with the spect
of glycogen@spectrum~d!# shows great similarity. Spectrum
~e! is the residual of a multiple least-squares fit of spectr
~a! with spectrum~b! and the glycogen spectrum. The fact th
it is virtually a straight line suggests that also in the HWV
spectra it is the difference in glycogen signal intensity whi
separates the two vital tumor areas, although its spectral
tures are much less characteristic than in the fingerp
region.

The influence of noise, present in the tissue spectra, on
fit results was investigated for all of the fits presented earl
Shot noise was artificially added to the average spectra
both the vital cluster and necrotic cluster@spectra~a! and ~b!
in panel D# and the averages of both the vital clusters fro
panels E and F@spectra~a! and~b! in panels G and H#. A new
set of fit coefficients was calculated~see Sec. 2!, which
showed that spectral noise had very little influence on the
results, indicating that it is of no consequence to the conc
sions drawn on the basis of the fits~for the fit result presented
in panel D calculated errors were:;1% for the average of
necrotic cluster,;5 for DNA %, and;6% for cholesterol
palmitate; for both the fits shown in panels G and H erro
were: ;1% for the average of vital cluster 2 and;8% for
glycogen!.

3.2.2 Meningioma
Meningiomas are the most common benign tumors of cen
nervous system. They are rounded and usually attached to
dura. Although predominantly benign, these brain tum
-5 May/June 2005 d Vol. 10(3)



Koljenović et al.: Tissue characterization . . .
Fig. 2 Comparison of results from Raman experiments on glioblastoma in the fingerprint and HWVN spectral regions. Note: images shown in
panels A and B are taken from Koljenović et al. (see Ref. 5). Panel A: Bright field photomicrograph of the unstained glioblastoma tissue section used
for Raman microspectroscopic mapping (original magnification35). Panel B: Raman map of the tissue section shown in panel A based on
measurements in the fingerprint region (400–1900 cm−1) and classification of each pixel as necrotic or vital on the basis of a linear discriminant
analysis model (see Ref. 5) (pixel size 20320 mm2, 643121 pixels). Panel C: Raman map of the tissue section shown in panel A, based on
measurements in the high wave number region (2700–3100 cm−1) and a K-means cluster analysis of the results (see text) (pixel size 21321 mm2,
623116 pixels). Note the great correspondence with panel B. Red (cluster 1) indicates vital tumor and blue (cluster 2) indicates necrosis. Note:
yellow (cluster 3) represents the areas in the scan where no tissue was present (edges, freezing artifacts). Panel D: Result of a least-squares fit
analysis of the HWVN vital and necrotic tissue spectra. The average spectrum of vital tumor was fitted with the average spectrum of necrosis and
the spectra of pure DNA (see Fig. 1) and of pure cholesterol palmitate (see Fig. 1). (a) Cluster-average of vital tumor; (b), (c), and (d) fit-spectra
(necrosis, DNA, and cholesterol palmitate, respectively), which are shown after multiplication by the fit coefficients that resulted from the least-
squares fit. A positive or negative spectrum signifies more or less of that compound is present in vital tumor than in necrosis; (e) fit-residual. (For
clarity the spectra have been shifted along the ordinate.) Panels E and F: Fingerprint and HWVN Raman images demonstrating chemical hetero-
geneity within vital glioblastoma. These images are based on a KCA performed on the spectra from a small area selected from the larger Raman
maps (lower 1/3 of Raman map in panels B and C). Note the division of the vital cluster (cluster 1 of panels B and C) in two subclusters (clusters
1 and 2). Cluster 3 is necrotic cluster. Panel G: Analysis of spectra obtained in the fingerprint region. The average spectrum of the ‘‘vital subcluster
1’’ was fitted with the spectrum of ‘‘vital subcluster 2’’ and the spectrum of pure glycogen. (a) Average spectrum of the vital subcluster 1, (b) average
spectrum of vital subcluster 2, (c) spectrum of pure glycogen, (d) fit-residual. (The spectra have been shifted along the ordinate for clarity.) Panel H:
Analysis of spectra obtained in the HWVN region. (a) and (b) Averages of two vital subclusters, clusters 1 and 2 of panel F, (a)–(b) positive difference
spectrum of spectra a and b (a minus b), magnified by a factor of 5 for clarity, (d) spectrum of pure glycogen, (e) fit residual [resulting from fit of
spectrum (a) by spectra (b) and (d)]. (For clarity the spectra have been shifted along the ordinate.)
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often recur even after apparently complete resection.27 Unfor-
tunately, there are no per-operative tools to make sure wheth
or not all tumor tissue has been removed. The real extent o
failure is therefore unknown until the tumor has grown sig-
nificantly. In vivo HWVN Raman spectroscopic identification
031116Journal of Biomedical Optics
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of tumor cells attached to dura may be able to facilitate to
tumor resection, resulting in decreased meningioma re
rence rates.

Figure 3 shows the results of a Raman mapping exp
ment on a thin section of human meningioma, microcys
-6 May/June 2005 d Vol. 10(3)
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Fig. 3 Fingerprint and HWVN Raman microspectroscopic mapping experiments on unstained frozen tissue section containing dura and menin-
gioma. Panel A: Photograph of unstained frozen section of tumor attached to dura (original magnification35). Panel B: Pseudocolor Raman map
of the tissue section shown in panel A, based on measurements in the fingerprint region (400–1800 cm−1) and a K-means cluster analysis of the
collected spectra (pixel size: 30330 mm2, 503124 pixels). Panel C: Pseudocolor Raman map of the tissue section shown in panel A, based on
measurements in the HWVN region (2700–3100 cm−1) and a K-means cluster analysis of the collected spectra (pixel size: 30330 mm2, 513127
pixels). It can be observed that the HWVN map closely resembles the fingerprint map. Panel D: Microscopic image of the tissue section of panel
A after H&E staining. Dura is indicated with ‘‘d,’’ meningioma with ‘‘m.’’ As follows from a comparison of both Raman images with the image of the
H&E stained tissue section, cluster 1 corresponds to dura and clusters 2 and 3 correspond to meningioma. (Cluster 4 represents the areas where no
tissue was present in the section.) Panel E: Analysis of spectra obtained in the fingerprint region. (a) Average spectrum of dura; (b) spectrum of pure
collagen. For clarity of presentation collagen spectrum was divided by factor 6; (c) and (d) averages from two meningioma clusters (clusters 2 and
3 in panel C); (c)–(d) positive difference spectrum of spectra (c) and (d) (c minus d), enlarged two times for clarity; (e) spectrum of pure cholesterol
linoleate (divided by factor 3). Spectral regions of the most prominent resemblance are highlighted by gray bars. (For clarity the spectra have been
shifted along the ordinate.) Panel F: Analysis of spectra obtained in the HWVN region. (a) Cluster-averaged spectrum of the dura (cluster 1 in panel
C); (b) spectrum of pure collagen; (c) average spectrum of cluster 2 (represents the smaller part of meningioma in panel C), which was fitted with
the average spectrum of cluster 3 (larger part of meningioma in panel C) and with the spectrum of pure cholesterol linoleate [see Fig. 1, spectrum
(f)]; (d) and (e) fit-spectra (spectra of cluster 3 and of cholesterol linoleate, respectively) are shown after multiplication by the fit-coefficients that
resulted from the least-squares fit; (f) fit-residual. (The spectra have been shifted along the ordinate for clarity.)
031116-7Journal of Biomedical Optics May/June 2005 d Vol. 10(3)
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Koljenović et al.: Tissue characterization . . .
type, attached to dura. Raman spectra were obtained in bo
the fingerprint region~6200 spectra! and the HWVN region
~6477 spectra!, using a 30mm lateral resolution. The area
within the unstained tissue section that was selected for Ra
man mapping is shown in the bright field image in panel A.
The fingerprint Raman image~panel B! and the HWVN Ra-
man image~panel C!, based on a four-cluster KCA are shown.
The HWVN Raman image is virtually identical to the finger-
print Raman image, which indicates that the same clinica
information can be obtained in both wave number regions
Comparison of these pseudocolor maps with the image of th
tissue section after H&E staining~panel D! enabled identifi-
cation of cluster 1 as dura~labeled ‘‘d’’ in panel D! and clus-
ters 2 and 3 as meningioma~labeled ‘‘m’’ in panel D!. Cluster
4 indicates the areas where no tissue is present.

The fingerprint cluster-averaged spectrum of dura@spec-
trum ~a!# is shown in panel E. The dura is a tough fibrocol-
lagenous layer mainly composed of fibroblasts and large
amounts of collagen fibers.28 This explains the strong similar-
ity of the dura spectrum with the spectrum of pure collagen
@spectrum ~b!#. The averages of the meningioma clusters,
clusters 2 and 3@spectra~c! and ~d!, respectively#, are also
shown. Their difference spectrum@spectrum ~c!–~d!, two
times enlarged# shows significant correspondence with the
spectrum of pure cholesterol linoleate~e!. This suggests that
cholesterol ~-esters! signal contributions~highlighted with
gray bars! are much more prominent in average spectrum o
the tumor area represented by cluster 2 than in that repre
sented by cluster 3.

The same information can be obtained from the HWVN
spectra. In panel F, cluster-averaged spectrum of dura~a! al-
most completely resembles the spectrum of collagen~b!. The
averaged spectrum of cluster 2@spectrum~c!, meningioma#
was fitted with the average of cluster 3@spectrum~d!, menin-
gioma# plus the spectrum of pure cholesterol linoleate@spec-
trum ~e!#. The fit-spectra~d! and~e! are shown after multipli-
cation by the fit coefficients that resulted from the least-
squares fit. The fit residual is shown in spectrum~f!. The fit
residual is far from perfect, which indicates that there are
other significant differences in molecular composition be-
tween different tumor regions than just differences in choles
terol ester content. Nevertheless, the fact that the spectrum
cholesterol linoleate significantly contributes to the fit, con-
firms the information obtained from fingerprint Raman spec-
tra, that esterified cholesterol is one of the compounds tha
distinguishes different regions of meningioma.~Least squares
fits including spectra of other compounds, such as free cho
lesterol and/or fatty acids did not improve the fit.! There is not
much literature addressing the issue of the biochemical he
erogeneity of microcystic meningiomas. Histologically this
type of meningioma is characterized~among other features!
by cells with foamy cytoplasm,29 which may well contain
lipids, including the cholesterol esters identified by Raman.

The lipid components of these vacuoles are represented b
the cholesterol signal obtained by Raman spectra. From
practical point of view it is important that the clinical infor-
mation, which is obtained in the HWVN-region matches the
information, which is obtained in the fingerprint region. How-
ever, in this case, the actual biochemical basis for this clinica
information is apparently not exactly the same in the two
wave number regions.
031116Journal of Biomedical Optics
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3.2.3 Bladder tissue
The result of a HWVN Raman mapping experiment carri
out on a thin section of normal bladder tissue is displayed
Fig. 4. Panel A shows the unstained cryosection. Also on
tissue, a Raman mapping experiment was carried out u
the fingerprint spectral region and the resulting Raman im
~2405 spectra, lateral resolution 5mm! is shown in panel B.
Panel C shows the HWVN Raman map~1978 spectra, latera
resolution 7mm!. Again, the HWVN Raman image closel
resembles the fingerprint Raman image. The Raman maps
be compared in the detail with the image of the same sec
after H&E staining in panel D~‘‘ u’’ indicates urothelium,
‘‘lp’’ indicates lamina propria!. The urothelium~cluster 1! is
clearly distinguishable from its supportive fibrocollageno
tissue~i.e., lamina propria, cluster 3!, which is mainly com-
posed of collagen.28 The tissue area between urothelium a
lamina propria is represented by cluster 2.

In panel E the average HWVN spectra of all tissue clust
are displayed. In the same way as described earlier for
other tissues, the characteristic HWVN spectral differen
between the bladder urothelium and underlying lamina p
pria were analyzed by a least-squares fitting procedure. P
F shows the fit residual~d! that remained after fitting the
cluster-averaged spectrum obtained from lamina prop
@cluster 3, spectrum~a!#, with the average spectrum of urothe
lium cluster @spectrum~b! in panel E# and the spectrum ob
tained of pure collagen@see Fig. 1, spectrum~c!#. The fit-
spectra~b! and ~c! are shown after multiplication by the fi
coefficients that resulted from the least-squares fit. Althou
the fit residual reveals some spectral features, there is st
strong indication that the lamina propria, in comparison w
the bladder epithelium, has stronger signal contributions
collagen. Estimation of the influence of noise on the fit resu
~see Sec. 2! showed that also in this case it is negligib
~noise-related uncertainty was;1.3% for both the fit coeffi-
cients of urothelium and of collagen!.

Figure 5 shows the result of HWVN Raman mapping e
periment performed on unstained cryosection~panel A! of
normal bladder tissue containing the submucosal region
fibrocollagenous tissue with bundles of smooth muscle,
was revealed by the adjacent H&E stained section. A tota
4620 Raman spectra were obtained with a lateral resolutio
7 mm and a three-cluster KCA was performed. In the result
Raman pseudocolor map~panel B!, which corresponds
closely to the photograph of the unstained section, fibroc
lagenous tissue is presented by cluster 1 and smooth mu
by cluster 3. The tissue area in between fibrocollagen
stroma and smooth muscle bundles is captured by cluste
The cluster average spectrum of this area can be almost c
pletely reconstructed from the averages of clusters 1 an
using a least-squares fitting procedure~result not shown!. This
implies that in the terms of its chemical content, cluster
represents a transitional area between smooth muscle an
surrounding connective tissue. The HWVN cluster-avera
spectrum of smooth muscle@panel C, spectrum~a!#, which is
rich in myosin and actin,28 was compared with the HWVN
spectrum of pure actin@panel C, spectrum~b!#. It illustrates
that the average of smooth muscle is dominated by the sig
contributions of actin as emphasized with round dot line. A
tin and myosin are major intracellular contractile proteins
-8 May/June 2005 d Vol. 10(3)
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Fig. 4 Fingerprint and HWVN Raman microspectroscopic mapping experiment on normal bladder tissue. Panel A: photograph of an unstained
bladder tissue section containing urothelium and underlying lamina propria (original magnification310). Panel B: Pseudocolor Raman map of the
bladder tissue section shown in panel A, based on measurements in the fingerprint region (400–1900 cm−1) and a K-means cluster analysis of the
collected spectra (pixel size: 535 mm2, 37365 pixels). Panel C: Pseudocolor Raman map of the bladder tissue section shown in panel A, based on
measurements in the HWVN region (2700–3100 cm−1) and a K-means cluster analysis of the collected spectra (pixel size: 737 mm2, 43346 pixels).
Panel D: Photomicrograph of the tissue section of panel A after H&E staining. Panel E: Cluster-averaged HWVN Raman spectra calculated for the
clusters obtained in panel C. (a) Urothelium, (b) area between urothelium and lamina propria, (c) lamina propria. Panel F: The result of a
least-squares fitting procedure. The cluster-averaged spectrum collected from lamina propria was fitted with the cluster-averaged spectrum of
urothelium (see original spectrum a in panel E) plus a spectrum of pure collagen [see Fig. 1, spectrum (c)]. (a) Average spectrum of lamina propria,
(b) and (c) fit-spectra (cluster-averaged spectrum of urothelium and spectrum of pure collagen, respectively) shown after multiplication by their
respective fit-coefficients, (d) fit-residual. (For clarity the spectra have been shifted along the ordinate.)
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the muscle cells,28 and their Raman spectra were found to be
similar.30 On the other hand, the HWVN cluster-average from
fibrocollagenous tissue@panel C, spectrum~c!#, which is rich
in collagen,28 was compared with the HWVN spectrum of
pure collagen@panel C, spectrum~d!#. Collagen appears to be
the main contributor in the spectrum of fibrocollagenous tis-
sue as highlighted by solid line.

3.3 Ex vivo Raman Spectroscopy on Domestic
Porcine Brain
Using a single fiber-optic probe a HWVN Raman spectrum of
white matter from normal porcine brain was collectedex vivo.
031116Journal of Biomedical Optics
Figure 6 shows the raw HWVN-spectrum@spectrum~a!, in-
cluding instrument signal background# and for comparison the
same spectrum after correction for the background sig
originating from instrument optics and the charge coupled
vice camera offset@spectrum~b!#. The background signa
from the instrument is also shown@line ~c!#. It can be ob-
served that in the HWVN spectral region the instrument ba
ground signal is small compared to the tissue signal.

4 Discussion
The fingerprint region of the Raman spectrum has been u
extensively for tissue characterization and tissue classifi
-9 May/June 2005 d Vol. 10(3)
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Fig. 5 HWVN Raman mapping experiment on normal bladder tissue containing fibrocollagenous stroma and smooth muscle tissue. Panel A:
Photomicrograph of an unstained bladder tissue section containing fibrocollagenous stroma and smooth muscle tissue (original magnification310).
Panel B: Pseudocolor Raman map of the bladder tissue section shown in panel A, based on measurements in the HWVN region (2700–3100 cm−1)
and a K-means cluster analysis of the collected spectra (pixel size: 737 mm2, 303154 pixels). There is a clear co-localization of tissue structures
visible in panel A and structures visible in the Raman map. The routine histological evaluation of adjacent H&E stained tissue section (not shown)
revealed that cluster 1 of the Raman map represents fibrocollagenous tissue and that cluster 3 represents smooth muscle. The tissue area in between
fibrocollagenous stroma and smooth muscle is captured by cluster 2. Panel C: (a) cluster-averaged spectrum of smooth muscle, (b) spectrum of pure
actin, (c) cluster-averaged spectrum of fibrocollagenous stroma, (d) spectrum of pure collagen. (The spectra have been shifted along the ordinate for
clarity.)
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tion. This paper demonstrates the possibility to distinguish
between different histological structures in a variety of tissues
~glioblastoma, meningioma, and normal bladder tissue! based
on Raman spectra obtained in the HWVN region.

This is an important finding since it means that clinically
relevant information can be found in the HWVN region,
which makesin vivo application of Raman spectroscopy by
means of small and flexible fiber-optic probes much easier. In
this wave number region the strong signal background from
optical fibers, which is present in the fingerprint region is
avoided.

The HWVN Raman pseudocolor maps presented her
showed a high correspondence with spectral images recorde
in fingerprint region on same unstained tissue sections. There
fore it appears that, just like fingerprint Raman spectra
HWVN Raman spectra contain sufficient information for tis-
sue classification.

HWVN Raman spectra enable the discrimination of ne-
crotic tissue from vital glioblastoma, because of the higher
signal contributions of cholesterol esters in necrotic tumor
tissue. The differences in the signal contributions of glycogen
in the HWVN spectra from different regions of vital tumor
illustrate the biochemical heterogeneity within the vital tumor.
031116Journal of Biomedical Optics
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These findings are supported by our earlier study on gliob
toma tissue using fingerprint spectral region.5 The spectra also
point to a relatively higher DNA content in vital glioblastom
This is to be expected because of the disintegration of
nuclei during necrosis. Large spectral differences exist
tween the HWVN Raman spectra of dura and meningiom
because of the high collagen content of dura. One of the m
pronounced differences separating the HWVN spectra of
ferent parts of the meningioma~microcystic type! is the signal
contribution of cholesterol esters. This is in accordance w
the information obtained from the fingerprint Raman spec
The biochemical heterogeneity of the microcystic subtype
meningioma as revealed by Raman spectroscopy reflects
tumor areas in which the cells with the vacuolated cytoplas
containing lipids including cholesterol, dominate.29

In normal bladder tissue sections HWVN Raman spec
also enable a clear distinction between bladder epithelium
underlying lamina propria, with again the strong signal co
tribution of collagen being a distinguishing hallmark of th
lamina propria. The bundles of smooth muscle within t
bladder wall were separated from their surrounding fibroc
lagenous tissue by the stronger signal contribution of ac
and the lower contribution of collagen. These results are
-10 May/June 2005 d Vol. 10(3)
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Fig. 6 Example of a HWVN Raman measurement of porcine brain
tissue using a single fiber Raman probe. (a) Raw ex vivo HWVN Ra-
man spectrum of white matter from porcine cerebellum tissue, (b)
same spectrum after correction for the instrument background, (c) in-
strument background signal.
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agreement with previous Raman spectroscopic studies o
bladder wall in the fingerprint region of the Raman spectrum.6

Earlier studies, using a fiber-optic probe for measurement
in the fingerprint region have already shown that real-time
interpretation ofin vivo spectra is possible.16 This means that
the feasibility of overcoming the technological hurdles that
stand in the way of clinical implementation has been shown
which bodes well for the development of Raman guided clini-
cal procedures and interventions, such as Raman guided b
opsy and surgery.
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